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Directions municon conference center

From Terminal 1:
You are on level 4 when you arrive.
Please go to level 3 and follow the signs 
„MAC“ for Munich Airport Center as 

well as „municon conference“. Leave the terminal 
building, stay on the open space and cross the fo-
rum of the Munich Airport Center half-left in the 
direction of the „municon“ signs. In the passage-
way to the underground car park  you will see the 
elevators on your right which take you directly to 
the conference center level 8.

Coming from Munich:
From the A9 freeway Munich-Nurem-
berg take the A 92 in the direction of 

Deggendorf.
Now always follow the signs „München Airport“. 
From the airport bypass you follow the signs in  
direction „München Airport Center“ ...

Coming from Erding:
Always follow the signs Terminals A-F.
In the Terminalstraße you will find the terminals 
A-E to your right, on the left side you will find the 
parking garages P1-P4. 
After passing „Brücke C“ turn left into the one-
way street in the direction „München Airport 

Center“, drive straight ahead and turn left again 
in front of the MAC. 
Now drive a few meters straight ahead ...

…Parking is available in the parking garage P26 
on level 3 (at the Hilton Hotel, with costs). 
Follow the signs in the parking garage „municon 
conference center“. In the passageway to the fo-
rum of the MAC you see an anteroom on your 
left. The lift takes you directly to the conference 
center on level 8.
Alternatively, you can also use the P20, P7 and P3 
Parking lots. In these four parking garages we can 
offer you a discount on the parking fee.

Take the urban train or railway to 
the final station „München Flugha-
fen“. On the platform follow the signs 

„München Airport Center“ and take the escalator 
up to the Forum of the München Airport Center. 

Now cross the forum half-left in the direction of 
the signs „municon conference“.
In the passage to the underground car park you 
will see the elevators on your right, which will take 
you directly to the conference center on level 8.  

ATTENTION!!!
The elevators in the passage to the underground garage are currently being renovated.  
Please refer to the directions in the additional PDF document. 

We wish you a pleasant journey. 

From Terminal 2:
You are on level 3 when you arrive. Always go 
straight ahead and leave the terminal building. 
Stay on the open space and cross the forum of the 
Munich Airport Center half-right in the di-
rection of the „municon“ signs. In the pas-
sageway to the underground car park 
 you will see the elevators on your right which 
take you directly to the conference center on 
level 8.


